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The new commission Presidents, from left to right: Stefan Hinz, Fabio
Remondino, Jie Jang, Sisi Zlatanova, PLN Raju.

New Council and New Structure for ISPRS

UVS SESSION | NEW STRUCTURE | ISPRS SOCCER CUP

A new ISPRS Council was elected

during the GA that took place at

the ISPRS Congress in Prague.

Christian Heipke will succeed

Chen Jun as ISPRS President. Mo-

re importantly, the structure of

the ISPRS Commissions has now

been established: instead of the

previous 8 Commissions, there

are now 5 Commissions so as to

better represent the current state

of knowledge in the field.

An overview of the new

2016-2020 Council members is li-

sted below:

ISPRS President : Christian

Heipke, Germany

ISPRS Secretary General: Lena

Halounová, Czech Republic

ISPRS Congress Director: Nicolas

Paparoditis, France

ISPRS 1st Vice President: Chen

Jun, China

ISPRS 2nd Vice President: Charles

Toth, USA

ISPRS Treasurer: Songnian Li,

Canada

The ISPRS Commissions

2016-2020 are ready to take

their office. The new structure

counts five commissions, with the

following officers.

Commission I: Sensor Systems

with Stefan Hinz (President) and

Raul Feitosa (Vice-President)

Commission II: Photogrammetry

with Fabio Remondino

(President) and Takashi Fuse

(Vice President)

Commission III: Remote Sensing

with Jiang Jie (President) and Ah-

med Shaker (Vice President)

Commission IV: Spatial Informati-

on Science with Sisi Zlatanova

(President) and Suzanna Dragice-

vic (Vice President)

Commission V: Education and

Outreach with A Senthi Kumar

(President) and PLN Raju (Vice

President)

Christian Heipke, the new ISPRS
President.

5 questions to... Christian Heipke
The ISPRS Congress is in full

swing. How did you experience it

up to now?

The congress is very well

organized, there is a good atmosp-

here and the people are eager to

learn. The presentations were in-

teresting. The two fora were

important, well attended and with

a useful discussion. They were a

bridge between science and

application, contributing to the

profession.

You are now chairing the ISPRS.

How do you feel about this?

I feel good about it. It’s good to

see the society move forward at

this pace. Good to see that peop-

le want to take on responsibility

in the organisation. I see it as a

sign that the ISPRS is attractive. I

also feel a responsibility for myself

to give back to what I received in

support and encouragement ear-

lier in my career. Now I am able

to create the same possibilities

and opportunities for the younger

generation and contribute to

their development. The organizati-

on helps to bring the

photogrammetry, remote sensing

and spatial information to the peo-

ple.

What are you going to take from

the ISPRS Congress 2016?

Change is possible. We have

changed a bit over the last four

years and this had a good reflecti-

on on the community. More chan-

ge is needed in relationship to the

commercial sector. As far as scien-

ce is concerned, we should create

more opportunities for corporati-

ons with the world outside ISPRS

in the areas of computer vision,

remote sensing (radar to name an

example) and GIS, in particular da-

tabase-related subjects. Great

work is done out there. We have

to continue our outreach and

keep our eyes open for what’s go-

ing on there and what may be in-

teresting for our applications. We

can have a more streamlined ap-

proach to do this.

Read the full interview on gim-in-

ternational.com/isprs

GIM International, the global magazine for geomatics, is published

every month by Geomares Publishing. The magazine and related web-

site and e-newsletter provide topical overviews and accurately pre-

sent the latest news in geomatics from around the world.

Please visit gim-international .com to subscribe to the free digital ma-

gazine and to access the complete archive of back issues!

ITC Social
ITC from The Netherlands made

use of the ISPRS Congress to

meet the alumni organising ga-

thering on Sunday evening. In a

short speech, they also were up-

dated on current developments.

Official ISPRS Soccer Cup
Thirty participants battled for the

ISPRS Soccer Cup on the green

lawn on Friday evening. The physi-

cal challenge ended up becoming

an international sports meeting.

Even though it was mostly for the

fun, the teams took the challenge

each other for the title seriously!

The photo shows the proud win-

ners of the Soccer Cup.

Street-level mobile mapping
and reality capturing has quiet-
ly become one of the most im-
portant geospatial mapping
technologies. There are hund-
reds of mapping vehicles collec-
ting vast amounts of geospatial
data. But what we see today is
only the start. In the future, ac-
curate and dense 3D represen-
tations of the urban environ-
ment along traffic corridors
and within buildings will be cap-
tured and created fully automa-
tically and upated regularly if
not in real-time. These digital
realities will serve a multitude
of purposes, including infastruc-
ture management, urban
planning, automated change
monitoring and as base maps
for autonomous driving. But
where do we stand now and
how will we get there? Over
the last four years, the focus of
ISPRS's scientific activitities in-
cluded the improvement of di-
rect and integrated
georeferencing, the automated
co-registration of terrestrial
and airborne data and automa-
ted object detection. There we-
re numerous contributions re-
searching the use of new low--
cost 3D sensors, such as Micro-
soft's Kinect or Google Tango.
We have also seen the emanci-
pation of image-based 3D mo-
bile mapping with Lidar-based
systems – also due to the suc-
cesful adaption of SGM-based
image matching methods to
ground-based applications. We
also are witnessing a transition
from mobile mapping products
to cloud-based 3D services.
This is the result of tremendous
progress in cloud-based compu-
ting and data storage. Soon I
expect great advances in inte-
grated and image-based geore-
ferencing by further adapting
Lidar and Visual SLAM con-
cepts from robotics and compu-
ter vision to high-end mapping
tasks. This will enable the use
of small, light-weight and inex-
pensive devices for mobile 3D
data capture and for easily up-
dating existing digital 3D reali-
ties. These low-cost devices will
become particularly valuable in
building information modelling
(BIM) and facility manage-
ment. A further democratisati-
on and explosion of mobile 3D
geospatial data collection can
be expected from the various
geosensors in future autono-
mous vehicles. The input from
these sensors could be used for
continuous and automated up-
dates of the underlying digital
3D realities. However, there a
number of challenges to be
overcome. A key requirement
will be to siginficantly improve
3D scene understanding in or-
der to distinguish 'slow' chan-
ges in highly complex urban en-
vironments from the countless
rapid changes. Better 3D scene
understanding will also be cruci-
al to the automated creation
and updating of semantically
rich urban and indoor models.
In short, mobile mapping and
digital realities offer great op-
portunities for the ISPRS and
its members.

Stephan Nebiker, Switzerland
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The packed room during the UVS sessions.

Very Popular Unmanned Vehicle Systems Sessions

The flexibility and increasing versa-

tility of unmanned vehicle systems

(UVS) are increasingly popular.

This means that knowledge on

the use of these systems is increa-

sing as well. It was therefore no

surprise that the sessions on Sun-

day morning were packed with

delegates eager to hear about the

latest developments. Several pre-

sentations were made by a range

of international speakers.

Modelling steep surfaces by va-

rious configurations of nadir and

oblique photogrammetry was pre-

sented by Vittorio Casella and Ma-

rica Franzini of the University of

Pavia, Italy. They applied it to the

photogrammetric UAS-based sur-

vey of part of a large sandpit.

Huai Yu, Tianheng Yan, Wen

Yang and Hong Zheng of Wuhan

University, China, highlighted ‘An

integrative object-based image

analysis workflow for UAV

images’, followed by the Czech

contribution by Theodora

Lendzioch, Jakub Langhammer

and Michal Jenicek on ‘Forest Ca-

nopies and Open Area Effects on

Snow Accumulation from Unman-

ned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Photo-

grammetry and Ground

Measurements, Sumava National

Park, Czech Republic’.

The first session was concluded

by Yi Yuan and Xiangyun Hu of

the Wuhan University in China

on ‘Random forest and objected--

based classification for forest pest

extraction from UAV aerial

imagery’. This paper proposed a

new method to detect forest

pest in UAV aerial imagery.

After a coffee break, a new li-

ne-up of speakers was ready to

highlight developments. ‘UAS To-

pographic Mapping with Velody-

ne Lidar Sensor’ by Grzegorz

Jozkow, Charles Toth and Dorota

Grejner-Brzezinska discussed the

limited performance of the naviga-

tion sensors used with UAS, lea-

ding to other hardware and soft-

ware solutions being investigated

to increase the quality

of Lidar point clouds.

‘High-resolution airborne laser

scanning and hyperspectral ima-

ging with a small UAV platform’

was presented by Michal Gallay,

Christoph Eck, Jan Kanuk and Edu-

ard Dvorny, demonstrating their

custom integration of the techno-

logies within the Aeroscout Scout

B1-100 UAV helicopter. Two pay-

load options have been designed

for the research of various as-

pects of landscape dynamics in

high spectral and spatial resoluti-

on.

The waterside was visited by an

‘Evaluation of a novel UAV-borne

topo-bathymetric laser profiler’

by Gottfried Mandlburger, Martin

Pfennigbauer, Martin Wieser, Ur-

sula Riegl and Norbert Pfeifer’s pa-

per.It showed that the topo-bathy-

metric UAV-based profiler deli-

vers reliable water surface levels

and shallow-water depths and

constitutes a cost-effective and sa-

fe alternative to ter-

restrial data acquisition for confi-

ned study areas.

The last contribution was

‘Evaluation of a metric camera sys-

tem tailored for high precision

UAV applications’, delivered by

Thomas Kraft, et al. Their main fo-

cus was on standardised calibra-

tion and test procedures as well

as on standardised photogramme-

tric workflows as a proof of feasi-

bility for a photogrammetric cam-

era system for UAV.

A Next Event: CIPA 2017
All delegates are invited to partici-

pate in CIPA2017, the 26th bien-

nial symposium, being held from

28 August to 1 September 2017,

in Ottawa, Canada. CIPA2017

will focus on Digital Workflows

for Conservation.

Recording the physical characteris-

tics of historic places and landsca-

pes is a cornerstone of preventive

maintenance, monitoring and con-

servation. The information produ-

ced by such work guides decisi-

on-making by property owners, si-

te managers, public officials and

conservators. Rigorous documen-

tation may also serve a broader

purpose: over time, it becomes

the primary means by which scho-

lars and the public apprehend a si-

te that has since changed radically

or disappeared.

CIPA’s mission is to encourage

the development of principles

and practices for the recording,

documentation and information

management for all aspects of cul-

tural heritage; and to support and

encourage the development of

specialised tools and techniques

in support of these activities.

Read the full article at gim-interna-

tional.com/isprs

The Akhka R2 PLS system in action.

Laser Scanner in a
Backpack

Laser scanning systems have gone

through a major evolution in the

past decade. After the initial

breakthrough of airborne laser

scanners (ALS), other types of la-

ser scanning systems have

emerged, most notably terrestrial

laser scanners (TLS) and mobile

laser scanners (MLS). While these

three main types of Lidar systems

together serve a large number of

applications, none of them are op-

timised for fast and flexible scan-

ning in challenging locations, rug-

ged terrain and complicated ur-

ban structures. Personal laser scan-

ners (PLS) fill this void and are

now evolving towards compact,

agile and flexible solutions for

mapping complex environments.

This article explains the new Ak-

hka R2 PLS and illustrates its use

in various applications.

Many applications require 3D da-

ta of objects and their surroun-

dings. Examples can be found in

civil and industrial engineering,

road construction and

maintenance, urban planning, envi-

ronmental analysis and precision

forestry. Lidar has been widely

used throughout the years to

scan objects or map the environ-

ment in 3D to support these ap-

plications. The ALS, TLS and MLS

types of Lidar systems each have

their own applications and advan-

tages and disadvantages.

However, there are situations in

which none of these Lidar sys-

tems can be used. For example,

fences, curbs or the orientation of

a passageway may prevent access

with a MLS, or the terrain may be

too rough or too spatially limited.

A TLS, on the other hand, may

be suitable for the terrain but

may be inadequate due to the li-

mited number of viewpoints and

the requirement of excessive data

redundancy for successful scan re-

gistration. Therefore, the growing

need to model and monitor ob-

jects in complex environments is

challenging the industry to devel-

op new 3D data collection tools

that are even more complete, ac-

curate and efficient.

Read the full article on gim-inter-

national.com/isprsOne of the younger scientists presenting.

Inspiration at the Youth
Forum
Getting the familiar with the community is one of the purposes of the

Youth Forum that was part of the Sunday schedule of the ISPRS Con-

gress. In two sessions, younger scientists were able to show their results

during presentations. Here as well, the international scope of ISPRS was

clearly visible. Contributions were delivered from Belgium, Australia,

China, Czech Republic, Iran, Poland, Turkey, the Philippines to name a

few countries.

Make sure to have a look at the ISPRS 2016 Congress website and

browse through the papers and presentations!

Take ISPRS
Congress
Home!

As Christian Heipke said during

the interview: the weather has

been great here in Prague. The

rain was drizzling down when we

were inside, the sun shined after

the sessions. So just take the IS-

PRS home with you as a memory

and looking at the summer? Visit

the hostesses at reception desk

for these sunny ISPRS souvenirs!


